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task of Korea's future administration while at the same time her
action removed the menace to her own security.
There had never existed a hope of Korea's self-regeneration.
If the Koreans excel in anything it is an indolent inefficiency, an
inefficiency that is still manifest even to the casual observer.
There are, no doubt, individual exceptions but the Korean people
are idle, ineffectual and rather pathetic. By their national
character, by force of circumstances and by the geographical
situation of their country, they seem destined to support foreign
domination. They appear to-day to be content to waste their
time in deploring their lot which they have done and do little or
nothing to ameliorate. They pray for the withdrawal of the
Japanese administration and for its replacement by autonomous
rule, apparently not realizing, or refusing to realize, that such an
untoward event would mean the reintroduction of all that was
useless and corrupt under the former Korean regime.
There can be no attempt here, except in the most general
terms, to speak of all that the Japanese administration has
accomplished in Korea.    In every direction immense progress
has been made.  Education has been introduced on liberal lines
while the material benefits in means of communication, the
construction   of  ports,   urban   improvements,   hospitalisation,
sanitation and hygiene are manifest in every direction.   Keijo—
the Japanese official name for Seoul—has to-day the character-
istics of a well-laid-out and well-organised European city.   That
the Japanese have at times been severe, especially after the
nationalist demonstrations in 1919, they themselves admit, but
the Koreans have on the whole been governed with justice,
efficiency and consideration.   To-day very little criticism can be
levelled at their administration.    In short, in the period of
twenty years, during which Japan has ruled the country, Korea
has emerged from a state of degraded corruption and has become
a civilized and progressive country, a result in which the Koreans
themselves, it must be confessed, have taken no marked or useful
part.   Instead of co-operating in Japan's work of regeneration
they lament a past that never existed and dream of a future that
they themselves would be the first to compromise.   There is no
knowing what time may bring about, but in the interests of the
Far East—and in the interests of the Koreans themselves—it is
sincerely to be hoped that Japan will continue her work for the
welfare of Korea on lines as satisfactory and as successful as those
that she i$ pursuing to-day.

